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Audrey Reid is a gastro-nomical chemist and founder of Imbibe Solutions, a Charlottesville, Virginia based laboratory that works with breweries and wineries to improve their quality control programs. Her career plan evolved as a desire to combine her love of science and food, and with inspiration from a good friend and talented brewer, she started Imbibe Solutions to help craft beverage businesses improve the quality and consistency of their products. Entrepreneurship was a twist she never saw coming, but it has allowed her to create a position she loves, with people she adores, and a fridge that is always full of beer.

Dr. Mike Simmers is the Head of Technology and Operations at HemoShear Therapeutics. Dr. Simmers received a BS and PhD from the University of Virginia in Biomedical Engineering and trained in the Brett Blackman lab of the Cardiovascular Research Center. Following graduation, he began working at HemoShear Therapeutics as a Senior Research Scientist running commercial vascular drug studies. Currently, he is responsible for laboratory operations, new technology development, and management of intellectual property strategy and maintenance. He has authored several publications and is an inventor on multiple patents relating to in vitro model development and drug testing.